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Abstract 
Leroux, P., and X.G. Viennot, A combinatorial approach to nonlinear functional expansions: an 
introduction with an example, Theoretical Computer Science 79 ( 1991) 179-193. 
In this paper we present a new approach to causal functionals. We introduce combinatorial 
interpretations of the solutions of nonlinear differential equations with forcing terms. This theory 
parallels the algebraic approach with formal power series in noncommutative variables developed 
by Fliess, Lamnabhi and Lamnabhi-Lagarrigue. This theory makes use of cenain combinatorial 
objects called weighted increasing trees, weighted paths and histories. We can deduce very efficient 
algorithms for the computation of the corresponding Volterra kernels. We present an introduction 
to our combinatorial theory. An example with a nonlinear circuit gives the flavor of our approach. 
The complete proofs and general theory will be discussed in a further paper. 
Functional expansions are widely used in control and system theory. Am 
vast literature on the subject, we will an 
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Consider the control system 
d(t) = A,,(q) + C u,( r)A,( q). 
r-l !I! 
y(t) = Mq)* 
The state 4 belongs to a finite-dimensional R-analytic manifold %. The vector fields 
Ao, A,,..., A,,, and the output function h: 2 43 are analytic and defined in a 
neighborhood of the initial state q(0). Using locai coordinates chart q = (q’, . . . , q N ), 
recall that the system (1) can be rewritten in the following form 
g(t) =g(q’, . . . , qN)+ f 4(t~.f~~q’9-*,qN), lsksN, 
i=l (2) 
y(f) = It(q’, l * l ) qN), 
where the functions f ,” : R N + R are analytic in a neighborhood of q’(O), . . . , q N(O) 
and where the vector field A,(q) has been written as a first-order linear differential 
operator 
(3) 
The solution of such systems as (2) with forcing terms Ui( t) is usually represented 
t-y a Volterra type expansion. 
Several methods for computing this Volterra functional series have been treated 
in the literature. The method of exponential inputs is particularly well known and 
allows the computation of the nonlinear transfer functions by a recursive procedure 
[ 1,4,5]. Another method is the so-called method of association of variables intro- 
duced in [I I]. 
More recently, Fliess [8] with Lamnabhi and Lamnabhi-Lagarrigue [9] introduced 
an entirely new approach to functional expansions based on formal power series in 
several noncommutative variables. This methodology has both theoretical and prac- 
tical interests. First it introduces a noncommutative symbolic calculus, generalizing 
the classical Weaviside calculus to the nonlinear domain. This calculus gives theoreti- 
cal justificstion of some heuristic computations made in physics using Laplace and 
Fourier transforms in nonlinear systems. Second, this methodology allows the 
computation of the solution of nonlinear differential equations with forcing terms. 
The control system is replaced by a noncommutative system of formal power series, 
where the ordinary product is replaced by the so-called shufle product. This system 
is solved recursively on computers; see [ 10, 141. The: algorithm compares advan- 
tageously with other Previous methods. In Fliess theory, the Volterra series is replaced 
++ an expansion into jferGJed integrals. The two forms are equivalent. 
repose another approach based on combinatorics. With each system 
ociate a certain family of co 
objects are roofed trees wit 
2 ,.**, ion from root to le 
different independent ways. The trees are weighfed, that is, to each tree we associate 
a certain monomial (the weigh) in the coefficients of the Taylor expansion of the 
functionsf!’ and h (see an example in Section 4). The solution of the control system 
(2) is given as a functional expansion in terms of the inputs uj( t) and of the sum 
of the weights of the trees associated with (2). Both the Volterra and the iterated 
integrals expansions can be derived from the trees. The determination of the 
coefficients of the functional expansion becomes acombinatorial problem: compute 
the sum of the weight of certain families of trees. This sum gives a formula for the 
coefficients of the associated noncommutative power series introduced by Fliess. 
In a second step, we introduce another combinatorial concept: the notion of 
hisfories. First, we define certain families of paths in NV, associated with the family 
of trees related to the system (2). 
These paths are weighted according to the weight of the trees. From these weighted 
paths, we introduce the concept of hisfories and construct a weight preserving 
one-to-one correspondence between the previous trees and these histories (see an 
example in Section 5). The computation of the coefficients of the expansion is thus 
reduced to the computation of the sum of certain families of weighted paths. These 
sums are considerably reduced in comparison of the sums of the weighted trees. 
The reader will have a precise idea of this reduction with the example detailed in 
Section 5. 
Note that the histories introduced here generalize certain histories introduced in 
theoretical computer science [7] in order to compute the integrated cost of data 
structures. 
As an introduction and an illustration of the theory, we present in Section 4 a 
typical example: a simple nonlinear circuit [2] with related equation given by 
Jqf)=cuy(f)+P3’2(f)+U(f), y(O)=y. (4) 
This example is also used in [9,14] as an illustration of the power of their algebraic 
method. They give the values of the first coefficients of the expansion using a 
computer program based on a recursive procedure in formal noncommutative 
variabte;. In our approach, the computations are so drastically reduced that there 
is no more computer computation: explicit formulae can be given for the coefficients. 
Of course, this is a particular and simple enough example, but the genera1 case 
(2) is in the same vein. In more complicated equations, certain summations of 
weighted paths remain to be done, but at least, even in the general case, there are 
no more recursive procedures in the computation. 
Besides the practical interest in explicit computation, we believe that our com- 
binatorial theory presents also a theoretical interest. Using the general interpretation 
with trees, we can re-prove by combinatorial methods some general 
for example Fltess’s fundamental formula [9, Theorem II.l], expressin 
of a differential equation with forcing terms, and generalizi 
equations. With the same i 
atorially the classical methad of exponential inpuf (se 
182 P. Ler0u.u. X. G. Vierrnor 
Also, to each tree of the family interpreting (2), one can associate a word in 
noncommutative variables. We can re-derive Fliess [ 81 noncommutative symbolic 
calculus from the combinatorics of trees. Another application of this combinator%l 
theory is to produce a direct combinatorial proof of the formula of Crouch 2nd 
L,amnabhi-a~agarrigue giving the nth order total derivative of the output function 
of a nonlinear system, in terms of the derivatives of the inputs [6]. This combinatorial 
proof allows a more precise and explicit formula. 
The size of this paper is too short to explain the whole theory. This will be done 
in another paper [ 181. Here we just give a flavor of it. A pedagogical introduction 
to the theory is given in Sections 4 and 5 by explaining in detail the simple example 
(4). In that case the family of trees and paths is reduced to the so-called I-2 trees 
and pseudo-Motzkin paths. Proofs are omitted but complete details are given. In 
Section 6, we give a summary of the general case. In Section 2 we recall the 
equivalence between Volterra expansions and iterated integrals expansions. In 
Section 3, we recall Fliess’s s!gebraic approach with noncommutative power series. 
For pedagogical reasons *for the noncombinatorist reader, the general theory is 
presented here and in [ 181 in terms of weighted trees. In fact a more elegant setting 
can be presented using Joyal’s theory of species [ 121. Instead of interpreting com- 
binatorially the functions f,” of the system (2) by introducing the coefficients or’ 
their Taylor expansions as weight of certain trees, we can lift them directly at the 
combinatorial level by considering them as generating functions of species Ff-. The 
weighted trees are replaced by the so-called species of enricked trees introduced in 
[ 131. In this species context (in fact we use the so-called IL-species), the general 
theory of nonlinear differential equations with forced terms follows the combinatorial 
theory we have developed in [ 15,171 for ordinary differential equations and in [ 161 
for integral calculus. Note that Sections 5 of [ 173 already contains some differential 
equations with forcing terms. 
series and iterated integrals 
In Fliess’s theory, expansions into itercted integrals replace the classical Volterra 
series. We will also need iterated integrals. In this section we recall their definition 
and their equivalence with Volterra kernels. 
Let u,( 0, . . . , u,,,( t 1 be some inputs and X = {.Y,,, .yI, . . . , x,,,} be a finite set called 
alplraber. We denote by X* the set of all words generated by X, that is the set of 
finite sequences 1%’ = ~9, bv2 . . . ~9,~ of elements HP, from X. With any word H’ of X”, 
we associate the iterated integral .~(MT) defined recursively by the following: 
f 
(3 ;f) = W-ddn; i= i,..., m, 
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Such iterated integrals were introduced in [3]. 
The solution of a control system like (1) is given by the following functiona; 
expansion (see [8,9]) of the form 
y(t)= c cbv(w). 
H’t x* 
(6) 
These expansions are different from the classical Volterra expansions, but one can 
easily go from one to the other by the following correspondence. For simplicity, 
suppose that there is only one input u,(t) = u(t), i.e. m = 1 and X = {x,!, x,}. 
A (time-varying) VolterrcP SW&S is defined by 
The kerneb w, are defined here in the triangular version, i.e. t 2 T, 2 l l l 2 72 3 q 3 
0. Note that there are several olher ways to define these kernels (symmehc ver- 
sion , . . .). The relationship between Volterra expansions and iterated integrals 
expansions is described as follows. 
For s 20, consider all the words of X* having s occurrences of the letter x1. 
Denote by c(s; Q)(), . . . , a,) the coefficient in the series (6) of the iterated integral 
$(x;;‘x, . . . x;!‘Ix,x:;q. 
Then, the sth Volterra kernel is given by 
)c’,(t, r,,..., 7,) = c a; 00, a ,(’ - 7, )(I* . . . ( 72 - ?=pI )~‘V;1~~ .*** \ 
ck,!...a,!a,,! l 
(7) 
‘I ()..... ,I, -0 
In the expansion (6), each iterated integral is in age-to-one correspondence with 
a word of X*. It is thus natural to introduce the formal noncommutative series 
g = c c( w)w. 
w’* .w* 
ropose to cali 9 the Fide aa? &A.- 
f the Hires expansion 0 
of the system (1). 
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liess’s noncommutative symbolic calculus 
As we said above, the relationship between the system (1) and the power series 
g defined by (6) and (8) has been intensively studied by Fliess [8] and his colleagues 
(see e.g. [9,10,14]). With each output (I’( 1), . . . , 9N( 1) of the system (2) a 
noncommutative series , . . . , gN is associated. These series can be comput 
introducing a noncommutative symbolic calculus. This calculus is based on the 
classical shr@le product of power series. 
Notation 3.1. Let u = xl . . . x,, and o = y, . . . rds of X* with respective 
length luj= 1111 and IZJ~ =Imf. Let (IJ) be an ordered partition of the segment 
[I, n+m] with III= n and lJl=m. Let ~#&+[l,n] (resp. ~:J+[l,m]) be the 
unique isomorphism (as totally ordered set). We denote by w( I, J) the word 
=I l l l =,, + n, defined by: for k[l, n+m], zk =.xdth, if kG I and zA =Jp$,&, if kE.I. 
The shufle product of the two words u and o is the noncommutative polynomial 
umu = 1 w(i,Jj, 
(l..l) 
where the summation is over all ordered partitions (I, J) of [l, n + m] with III= n 
and IJI = m. 
This product is extended by bilinearity to polynomials, and then to noncommuta- 
tive power series. 
Example 3.r3 For u = _w_v, u = .r)z, I= (2,4,5), J = { 1,3), then W( 1, J) = y’zxy. The 
shuffle product is ur~u = J’Z_V.y?” + 2_&.V_V + 2_VGz_V + YXJ’ZJ’ + 2y’x>z + tj?ryz. 
With each system (2), Fliess associates a noncommutative system with unknown 
the power series g’ , . . . , g “, where each g’ is the Fliess series associated to 9’. First, 
we describe this correspondence inthe case of the simple equation (4). This equation 
is equivalent o 
The associat noncommutative quation is 
= y + ax,,g + px,,g rag + x, . (11) 
The rules of the comes 
’ is a polynomial (or a power series in u), replace F(y) by 
(12) 
Equation ( 11) has a unique solution. This solution can be corn 
following iterative scheme, based on the fixed point method: 
9 ,+, = y+ax~g,+px,g,mQ~+x,. 
Computer programs have been implemented by Fliess and co-war 
[8,9,10,14]. 
Our combinatorial approach will give explicit formulae for the coeflkients of the 
series g (see Section 5). 
Analogous methods can be applied to the genera1 case. The system (2) is equivalent 
to the following system: 
I 
I 
9%) =9’(O)+ &q’(7), . . . , qN(T)) dT 
0 
+f I 
I 
~,(23;(9’(t), . . . , qN(r)) di-, 
0 
y(r)=&_l..,qN2 
The sssocfatcd noncommutative system is 
g1i=9k(0)+xuf~(g’,...,gN)+ E -kflvg’* l -l , gN j, 
l-i 
(14) 
g=h(g’,...,gNj. 
Note that the functions h and _f: are supposed to be analytic and defined in a 
neighborhood of (q’(O), . . . , 9 N(C)>. The substitutions are in a sense analogcus to 
( 12), but with multivariate Taylor expansions. There exists a unique i N + 1 )-uple 
(9’ , . . . , gN) solution of the system (15), which can be obtained, as for equation 
(1 l), by iteration. 
4. Iaterpretotion with trees: a simple example 
We consider a simple nonlinear circuit LL, rr) 9, ‘14] made with a capacitor, a linear 
resistor and a nonlinear resistor in parallel with a current source u( t ) ( Fig. 1). The 
nonlinear differential e-q uation relating the currcat excitation u(f) an 
y(f) across the capacitor is given by 
dv 
-$=uy+py’+u(f), yuN=y. 
A combinatorial solution of ( 16) is given in terms of certain trees de as follows. 
dy/ch -aY -PY2 
Fig. 6. A simple nonlinear circuit. 
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A 1-2 increasing tree is a rooted tree satisfying the three following conditions: 
(i) every vertex has 0, 1 or 2 sons (in this case the order between the two sons 
is relevant ); 
(ii) the vertices are labeled by the integers 1,2, . . . 9 n, except possibly certain 
leaves (i.e. vertices having no son); each integer appears once and only once; 
(iii) The labels are increasing from the root (labeled 1) to the leaves. 
An exanqle is shown in Fig. 2. 
We denote by 9 the set of all trees satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii). Let 3, be the set 
of trees of 33 labeled by 1,2, . . . , n. With each tree 6 of an we associate a weight 
v(b) and a word w(b). 
1 
/\ 
8 5 I 
I 
7 /‘\ 
10 11 
I I 
I Y 
Fig. 2. A l-2 increasing tree. 
The weight is v(b) = c@-‘y”, where i (resp. j, resp. k) is the number of vertices 
of b having one son (resp. two sons, resp. unlabeled leaves). 
The word is lo(b) = w,(b)w,(b) . . . w,,(b), where 
w;(b) = 
XiJ if the vertex labeled i has 1 or 2 sons in b, 
XI if the vertex labeled i is a leafin L 
For the tree 6 shown in Fig. 2, we have v(b) = a?$$ and w(b)= 
~O~O-~O~~~~,,~~~~~ XI &Gq -lr’O l 
The first step in our combinatorial interpretation is given by the following proposi- 
tion which can be proved directly without using noncommutative variables. 
The solution of the differential equation (16) with input u(t), is given 
by the functional expansion 
where 3( w(b)) is the iterated integral dejned by (5). 
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We can also prove independently the following proposition. 
opositio .3. The Flieas wies g associated to the output y(t) of the diflerential 
equation (i6), and solution of thp noncommutative quation (II), is given bj) 
g= 1 v(b)w(b). 
hE.4 
In order to compute this sum, we introduce the combinatorial concept of history. 
A one-to-one correspondence between the above 1-Z increasing trees and histories 
summarizes the second step of our combinatorial interpretation of solutions of 
differential equations. 
5. Interpretation with paths: a simple example 
from Motzkin paths. 
We define a valuation 
following condition: 
v(w) = 4% s,) 
We define a path of N” as a sequence w = (so, . . . , s,,) of points si of N”. We say 
that ‘sfle path goes from so to s,. The elementary steps are ( si_, , s,), the length of 
the path is n. For the previous example, we need pseudo-Motzkin paths, that is paths 
of N* satisfying the three following conditions: 
(i) so = (0, I), 
(ii) far i, 0~ is n, the level yi of sj = (Xi, y;) is 2 1 (and Y,~ 2 0), 
(iii) the elementary steps ( s,_~, si) are of three types (denoting si_ l = (x, y)): 
North-East 11 .e. si = (x+ 1, y+ l)), East (i.e. s; = (x+ 1, y)) and South-East (i.e. 
s;=(x+l, y-l)). 
An example is shown in Fig. 3. In combinatorics, a pseudo-Motzkin path ending 
at level 1 is usually called a Motzkin path (the number of such paths of length n 
is the classical Motzkin number M,,). 
Remark that the histories introduced in computer science in [7] are also defined 
V(O) of the pseudo-Motzkin path w = (so,. . . , s,,) by the 
. 4%‘) s2) l l l V(%-, , s,,) 
01 2 3 4 56 78 
v(0) = 24 33 * , V*(O) = 24 33 a3p3y2. 
Fig. 3. A weighted pseudo-Motzkin path. 
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where, for the elementary step (si-1 5 si ), with Si-l= (1, W, 
u(si-1, si) 2’: k. (19) 
In other words, V(O) is the product of the heights (or levels) of all the vertices of 
the path except he last. 
A history is a pair h = (0; al, . . . 5 a,,) where o = (so, . . . , s,) is a pseudo-Motzkin 
path of length n and a, 5 . . . , a,, are numbers such that 
fori=l,...,q ldQidV(Si-~,%i~* 
aoposition 5.1. There exists a one-to-one correspondence 9 between l-2 increasing 
trees b with vertices labeled 1, . . . , n and histories I2 = (0; a,, . . _ ) a,$ j of length n 
satisfying the following property: the vertex labeled i in b has two sor;s (resp. has one 
son, resp. is a leaf) iff the i-th elementary step of the path o is North-East (resp. East, 
resp. South-East); the number of unlabeled leaves is equal to the level of s,. 
Let o=(s~,..., s,) be a pseudo-Motzkin path. We define a second valuation 
v*(o) by the following condition: 
v*(o) = v*(q), s,).v*(s,, s2) . . . v*(s”_,, S”).gy 
where h(o) is the level of s,, (by convention, 0’ = 1) and, for i = 1, . . . p n, 
1 
v(si-1, Si)p if (si_, , si) is North-East, 
V*(Si-1, Si) = U(Si-1, Si)a if (si_1 9 si) is East, 
u(Si-19 l $i) if (Si-1, s,) is South-East. 
We define the word W(O) = W,(O). . . w,,(o) by the following condition: 
(20) 
W,(W) = 
~0 if (si_1, Si) is North-East or East, 
~1 if ( Q__~, Si) is South-East. (21) 
The number of histories associated with a given pseudo-Motzkin path o is exactly 
v(w). From Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, we dedrlce the following. 
7%~ solution 2f the differential equation (16) is given by the following 
Fliess expansion 
y(t) = c v*(~Mw(~)!, 
W 
pseAo-Motzkin 
pLi:h 
with notatiotis dejined b?) (5 j, (19), (20) and (21). 
5.3. The Fliess series g associated to the output y ( t ) 
equation ( 16), and solution of the noncommutative quation (1 l), 
9 = c v*(o)w(w). 
w 
pseudo- Motzkin 
path 
(22) 
of the differential 
is given by 
(23) 
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xam . Let w = x~x~x~x~~~. The coefficient of the iterated integral $a( w) is 
given by 
corresponding to the sum of the weights of the six pseudo-Mot&in paths having w 
as associated word, as shown in Fig. 4. 
P A 
23.32.p3+ 23.3.ap2y 
PP 
2%43 2 a2p 
Fig. 4. The six weighted pseudo-Motzkin paths corresponding to the word xoxoxlxoxI . 
Remark 5.5. A pseudo-Dyck path (resp. Dyck path) is a pseudo-Mdtzkin path (resp. 
Mb&in path) having no East elementary steps. With each pseudo-Motzkin path, 
we associate an underlying pseudo-Dyck path by deleting the East steps. In the 
functional expansion (22), we can group together all the pseudo-Motzkin paths w 
having the same underlying pseudo-Dyck path d(o) = 8. 
By elementary combinatorial argument, he corresponding noncommutative gen- 
erating idnction is given by 
c v*(w)w(w) = v*(S)(l -aocYxo)-‘_yJl -a,ax,)-' . . . x;,,(l -a,cyx,)-’ 
Motzk~n path 
d(o)=6 
where Xi,Xi, . . . Xi,, is the word w(6) and ao, a,, . . . , Q, are the levels of the different 
vertices of the pseudo-Dyck path S. 
The Fliess noncommutative series associated with the solution of the differential 
equation (16) is the sum of the above series g associated with each pseudo- 
path S. 
In the case of a zero initial con at is, y = 0, all the s ii end at the 
level 0. Such paths are Dyck paths, followed by a South-East step. We obtain explicit 
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expressions for all the coefficients appearing in [9, Table 1, p. 5661 and [ 141. The 
words w(6) are the classical (restricted) Dyck words introduced in theoretical 
computer science (also called well-formed parenthesis ystems). The number of such 
words of length n is the classical Catalan number C,, = (2n)!/( n ! (n + l)!). 
he general theory 
The combinatorial resolution of (16) with increasing l-2 trees and weighted 
pseudo-Motzkin paths can be extended to the general system (2). 
First, we express the analytic functions f,! appearing in (2) as Taylor expansions 
fF(q’, . . . , qN) = C a~f_..,,(q')'l . . . (9N)iN. 
Then, we introduce a family of colored weighted increasing trees. The sons of each 
vertex of these trees are totally ordered, and a vertex is allowed to have an arbitrary 
number of sons. As in Section 4, the vertices are labeled Ly the integers 1,2, . . . 9 n, 
except possibly certain leaves (vertices with no sons). The integers 1,2,. . . , n appear 
in the tree once and only once. The integer labels are increasing when one moves 
from the root (labeled 1) to the leaves. 
Each vertex s of the tree T has two independent colorings. A first co!or (called 
c-color) is given among a choice of N colors denoted by cl,. . . , cNm If the vertex s 
is not an unlabeled leaf, a second color (called x-color) is given among a choice of 
m + 1 colors denoted by x0, xl, . . . , x,,,. 
The kght u(T) of such a tree is defined as follows. Let s be a vertex of T, which 
is not an unlabeled leaf, and which is c-colored ck, 1 s Ire s IV, and x-colored xi, 
0 s i 6 m. Suppose that s has j, sons c-colored c,, . . . ,j, sons c-colored cN. Then 
the vertex s is assigned the following weight relatively to T 
V(S, T) = a$l._.+jN. (25) 
If s is an unlabeled leaf with c-color ck, its weight is yk = 9’70). Then the weight 
tl( T) of the tree T is the product of the weight of its vertices. 
Also, with each colored increasing tree T, having n labeled vertices, we associate 
a word w(T)=w,... w,, of length n by the condition 
wi = Xi( ;) if the vertex labeled i has x-color Xi(i) l (26) 
As in Section 4, the solutions of the system (2) can be expressed as a Fliess 
expansion into iterated integrals of the form 
9%) = 1 u( W(w( T)), 
T 
(27) 
where the summation is over all trees having the root c-colored ck. 
The Fliess noncommutative series g” = CT U( T) w( T) are solution of system (15). 
le, we transform this summation into a 
summation over weighted paths. 
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We need paths w = (so, . . . ,s,)in@‘suchthatS(Q~lforO~i<~~~whereS(s.) 
denotes the sum of the N coordinates of si. 
To each sequence of integers (k, i; j, , . . . , j, ), 1 s k s IV, 0 G i b m,j, Z= 0, . . . , jN 2 
0, there corresponds a certain type of elementary step ( sP_, , SJ defined as follows. 
Denoting +I = (yi ?. l . 9 yN) and sP = (z,, . . . , zN) we have 
zk=yk-l+jk and forl#k,l<lsN, zc=~?,+j,. 
Remark 6.1. In the case of equation (16), the corresponding paths become certain 
paths in N. More precisely, they are exactly the sequence of integers o, . . . , s,, such 
that 
so = 1, for Osp<n, spa 1 and Is,-s,_,l< 1. (29) 
These paths are the projections on the vertical axis of the pseudo-Motzkin paths 
introduced in Section 5, and are in one-to-one correspondence with them. We have 
slightly changed the general definition in this particular case in order to have a 
better visualization of the paths in the figures. 
Coming back to the general case, to an elementary step ( sp-, , s,,) with type 
(k, i; jl,. . . j,,,) two weights and a formai variable of X are assigned: 
vbp-1, $I) = yk, W($_, , SJ = xi. 
The weights of the path w are defined by 
VW = a09 s,) l l l V(S”-, s,,), 
v*(w) = v*(q), s*) . . . v*(s”_,, S”) i (y”y”, 
(30) 
(31) 
k=l 
where s,=(&...,&). 
Also, with each path w we associate a word w = w(w) of X* = (x0, x, , . . . , x,}* 
by the condition 
w(w)=w,...w,, withw,,=w(s,_,,s,,). (32) 
In the same way as in Section 5, we introduce the concept of histories, that is, 
pairs(o;a,,..., a,,) such that w is a weighted path with nonzero value u*(w) and 
for 1 s p s n, ap is an integer such that 1 G a,, s v( s,,-~ , s,,). A one-to-one correspon- 
dence bets ten the trees and the histories related to the system (2) can be constructed, 
which again allows coilsiderable reduction in the Fliess functional expansion (27). 
This expansion becomes 
skw =c V”b4~(w(~)), 
0 
(33) 
where the summation is over all paths starting at the point 
(0 ,..., l,... 9 0). This point has only a nonzero coordinate in the kth position. 
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Example 6.2. We briefly consider the case of the cu5s’c anharmonic oscillator, i.e. the 
Dufing equation 
L’(t) = qw)+y(t)+py3(t)+u(t). (34) 
This equation is replaced by the system 
)‘(t) = z(t), 
(35) 
i(t)=az(t)+y(t)+py3(t)+U(t). 
The paths associated with system (35) are paths in N2 with five kinds of elementary 
steps, as shown in fig. 5. 
The starting point of the paths corresponding to the output y(t) is (1,O). The 
weights and formal variables associated with the possible elementary steps are 
displayed in Table 1 (we suppose that the elementary step starts at the point (I& I)). 
The Fliess noncommutative associated equation is 
where y = y(O), S = y(O). 
The reader will find the whole theory in I-181, with the theoretical developments 
and practical computations of the series (33), as for example the case of the 
anharmonic oscillator (Duffing equation). 
Fig. 5. The five possible elementary steps of the paths related to the Duffing equation (34). 
Table I 
Elementary step 1 2 3 4 5 
Weight u 
Weight V* 
Letter 
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